At NYU Tandon, we’re exploring and developing
new modes of communication that are impacting
not only the worlds of art and entertainment
but education, business, and healthcare.
New York is the heart of the media universe,
and NYU Tandon has its finger on the pulse.
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technologies and creating new ones,
and we’re doing it with deep technical
expertise, across multiple sectors
including media and entertainment,
health, training and education, tourism,
commerce and retail, engineering and
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5G COVET:
Virtual reality, real learning

Sniffing out email scams

Deep expertise in K-12 STEM education

NYU Tandon researchers led by Associate

collides with groundbreaking research in
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wireless technology at NYU Tandon to

Engineering Enrico Bertini is helping law

deliver a potential killer app for teaching:

enforcement crack down on scammers,
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thanks to a new visual analytics tool

Using VR to peer inside
buildings (and emotions)

Employing the popular escape room

We spend 90% of our time indoors, so

goggles to solve math problems aligned

our quality of life depends on the spaces

with their middle school curriculum,

in which we live and work. Since 2016,

moving through a holographic home

Semiha Ergan, an assistant professor of

setting as they conquer each problem.

civil and urban engineering and recipient
of a prestigious DARPA Young Faculty
Award, has been sending people into
virtual reality (VR) architectural spaces
with psychometric gear to measure their
physiological, cognitive, and emotional
responses to built spaces. The research
was just tapped as “Editor’s Choice” in
the American Society of Civil Engineers
Journal of Computing in Civil Engineering.
Ergan’s research quantifies human

game format, students don virtual reality

Public school teachers who helped
develop 5G COVET report that even
disengaged students became fascinated
with solving STEM challenges, and the
development team, led by Electrical and
Thanasis Korakis, is creating a platform
adaptable to a wide range of age groups

investigations and highlights critical links
within data. Dubbed Beagle – a play on
the sharp search skills of canines used to
sniff out evidence – the new tool features
an interface that can return queries as
well as summarize emails and highlight
commonalities between them, even
in fields investigators might otherwise
overlook — such as the time an email is
sent, the geographical location of victims,
and keywords and content patterns.
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When art and tech intersect
Can 21st-century data science and
visualization revolutionize the impact of
art created millennia ago? Experts
at NYU Tandon’s Visualization and Data
Analytics (ViDA) research center and art
historians at The Frick Collection, one
of New York’s most prestigious cultural
institutions, collaborated to create ARIES,
an intuitive web-based software platform
that simplifies the exploration, analysis,
and organization of digital collections
by allowing experts to easily manipulate
images. While it is designed for art
historians, curators and conservators,
it can be used by editors, photographers,
and even, potentially, physicians —

how meaningful packaging and
presentation of data can lead to wiser
financial planning decisions and better
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understanding of personal genomic data.
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